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English
Core Texts: The Three Little Pigs, other fairytales
Writing opportunities: Story maps, character descriptions,
short pieces of narrative, non-chronological reports, writing
up investigations.
SPAG: capital letters, full stops, finger spaces, writing letters
on the line, letter heights, starting to join some letters,
adjectives, exclamation marks, use of ‘and’ and other
conjunctions, spelling of high frequency and tricky words
including the days of the week and spelling of numbers to
10.
Science
Plants: Planting beans, how plants grow, what plants need
to grow, parts of a plant, different plants.
Seasonal Changes: Observing changes in the environment
making observational drawings, collecting spring and
summer artefacts, discussing the changes in weather- what
clothing we might be wearing and need.

RE

Christianity
What is Easter? Holy Week,
Traditions
Islam
What is Ramadan? Who
celebrates? Why? Traditions, Fie
pillars of Islam, EID
Other
Find out about a religion you do
not know about.
PSHCE/SEAL
‘How are you feeling?’
mindfulness, my wellbeing,
keeping connected.

Computing
Word Processing Skills:
Developing the skills learned
from previous term of
typing and becoming more
confident. Starting to use
capital letters and different
fonts.
.

Phonics
Letters and Sounds:
Revising phase 3, 4 and 5
sounds and words.
Practising the different
spelling for alternative
sounds.

Year 1
Summer Term
Turrets and
Tiaras

Art/DT
Art
Watercolours/Pastels/
collage: Creating a 3 pigs
scene with a background
of the pigs houses.
DT

Homes:
To design and make a
house out of materials.

Mathematics
Multiplication and Division: Becoming more confident with counting in
2s, 5s and 10s to 50, making equal groups and sharing.
Fractions: Halving objects, shapes and a quantity, finding a quarter of a
shape, object and quantity.
Geometry: Position and Direction: Describing turns and positions,
becoming confident with positional language (left, right, forwards,
backwards).
Place value: Counting and ordering numbers to 100, partitioning
numbers, comparing numbers using <, > and = signs, ordering numbers,
more and less than a given number.
Money: Recognising coins and notes, counting with coins.
Time: Before and after, dates, writing time and comparing time.

History and Geography
Geography
Our Local Area: Map of local area, local sites, map
reading, field work, houses and homes.
History
Kings and Queens: Queen Elizabeth II, Queen Victoria,
Henry VIII and his wives, different palaces and castles in
particular Hampton Court Palace for class trip.

Physical Education
Can you complete one of the
following workouts/activities
each day?
Joe wicks
Go Noodle
Get set 4 PE @GetSet4PE
(twitter)

Music
Practice some of your favourite
songs online using ‘Out of the
ark’. (Use the link from our
school website)

French
Tune into weekly French
videos on our Twitter feed
@WorplePurple and practice
your French.

